
Our growing company is hiring for an analyst, distribution. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for analyst, distribution

Independently managing and providing in depth ad hoc analysis, including
identifying and applying trends and root cause analysis
Maintaining knowledge of enterprise data systems, including MIRS, MIDT,
and MOSAIC, and independently working to understand systems and
develop meaningful analysis
Collaborate with warehouse management to proactively identify and develop
standard tools, frameworks and KPI’s through identification and comparison
of various data points
Maintain quality of data in CRM system by directly cleaning data and
coordinating with both data users and MIS
Crafting and executing strategies to drive international travel agency
adoption of American’s direct connect technology, namely in China and
neighboring regions
Account management of American’s relationships with international GDSs,
MSEs, and shared management of OTA and third party online platform
strategy to optimize American’s online presence in Asia
Create, maintain, and teaches individuals about various “dashboard” reports
that can be viewed and delivered to all levels of Distribution management (VP
to ROM) on a daily/weekly/monthly basis, to ensure that all Management is
receiving the data and reports that they need to make intelligent decisions,
steering our business where it needs to go in a timely manner
Works in concert with the Director of Distribution Administration to formulate
the data analysis strategy and all supporting tactics
Develop and implements automated solutions for manual reporting processes
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Review and analysis of Digital licensing agreements (interpret contractual
terms and calculate license fee revenue, establish billing and payment terms
per contractual agreements)

Qualifications for analyst, distribution

Talent in coordinating new process implementation
Right balance between business and regulatory requirements
Business and solution pragmatic orientation
Ability to work under pressure and meet
Knowledge of SAP is strongly preferred
Distribution or allocation experience preferred


